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                                    Information given by aptoinn nata coaching centre 

APTOINN NATA COACHING CLASSES has got branches throughout south india in all major cities & 

provides with NATA correspondence distance education, NATA E-Correspondence coaching, NATA 

online mock test, Free download nata sample paper e.t.c  for other students who are not accessible  

the class room coaching. 

NATA SYLLABUS 

Test- I :NATA AESTHETIC SENSITIVITY TEST 

Aesthetic Sensitivity is to evaluate candidate’s perception, imagination and observation; 
creativity and communication; and Architectural awareness. The test shall be of objective type 

and comprise of topics related to                                                              
                                                           
(i) Visualizing three dimensional objects from two dimensional drawings. 

(ii) Visualizing different sides of three dimensional object. 

(iii) Analytical Reasoning.  

(iv) Mental Ability 

(v) Imaginative comprehension and expression 

(vi) Architectural awareness 

Note: For Nata aesthetic sensitivity Test, its absolutely essential that the student attends a number of Nata mock tests 

before attempting the Main Nata exam, as giving a right answer within the given seconds/minutes for the given question 

is very important. 

Test- II:NATA DRAWING TEST 

The Drawing aptitude of the candidate shall be judged on the following aspects: 

 

(i) Ability to sketch a given object proportionately and rendering the same in visually appealing 

manner. 

(ii) Visualizing and drawing the effects of light on the object and shadows cast on the surroundings. 

(iii) Sense of perspective drawing. 

(iv) Creating interesting two dimensional composition using given shapes or forms. 

(v) Creating visual harmony using colours in given composition. 

(vi) Understanding of scale and sense of proportion 

(vii) Drawing from memory through pencil sketch on theme from day to day experiences. 
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DOWNLOAD: 

DOs AND DON’Ts: 
 
 DOs  
 

1. Read the online instructions carefully before filling-in of the Application 
Form online.  

2. Specify all personal information, address and date of birth correctly.  
3. Remember your application number, security question/answer and 

password. 
4. Choose the examination zones correctly.  
5. Upload colour photograph and signature of specified size only 
6. Retain a copy of the Confirmation Page. 
7. Follow the time schedule as mentioned in the brochure and Admit Card. 
8. Enter the examination hall only with your Admit Card.  
9. For drawings, use own pencils and coloured pencils.  

 

DON’T’s 
 

1. Don’t divulge your application number, security question/answer and 
password to anybody.  

2. Don’t give wrong/unused mobile number and e-mail id during form fill up.  
 

(The candidates are advised to ensure that the e- mail address furnished in the 
application form are active failing which they may face serious problem for any 
future correspondence.) 
 

3. Don’t upload poor quality scanned photograph and signature.  
4. Don't send duly filled in Confirmation Page or any document through post 

to CoA office.  
5. Don’t spoil the hard copy of your downloaded admit card. 
6. For drawings, use of crayons, water and oil paints prohibited.  
7. Don't bring Mobile Phone, Calculator or any other electronic gadget inside 

the Examination Hall. 
       8. Don’t bring any instruments including scale inside the Examination hall.  
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NATA 2019: 

Nata exam 
 

      NATA is the National aptitude test in architecture (NATA). Any one aspiring to become an 

architect in india has to take up the NATA exam. 

 

Prospective applicants desirous of taking admission to First year of undergraduate course in 

Architecture (Bachelor of Architecture) in India take NATA. NATA scores are used by admissions 

authorities of different Government, Govt. Aided & unaided schools / colleges of Architecture, to 

provide common measure for comparing the qualifications of applicants for admission in addition 

to their scholastic performance in 10+2 or equivalent examination. 

Its also a mandatory exam to be taken up by all architecture aspirants to gain the eligibility to 

approach for B.Arch admissions in any college in india except  N.I.T & I.I.T colleges for which a 

separate exam called “ J.E.E – B.Arch “ has to be taken up. 

 

IMPORTANT DATES TO NOTIFY: 

 

NATA exam 2019 is conducted two times /two attempts  

Attempt-1             14.04.2019 

Attempt-2             07.07.2019 

 

 

NATA results  

Attempt-1          03.05.2019 

Attempt-2          21.07.2019 
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WHY TO SELECT APTOINN ? 

 

Aptoinn is a 15 years grand old Organization founded by Architect activists in 2003.This  

organization does many architecture oriented social benefit works, Creative course career 

counseling works, awareness programs to school students about the field of architecture & induce 

knowledge about the assets of indian architecture , guidance to various architecture training spots & 

colleges e.t.c.  

“APTOINN NATA COACHING“ is a grand wing of Aptoinn organization which was exclusively 

launched for aptitude coaching for the B.Arch Aspiring students. And the classes are conducted by a 

group of Professors from various reputed architecture colleges, PractisingArchitects , Artists , best 

performing B.Arch students, Architecture Interns e.t.c 

             In short ,we are the “Architecture Activist” organization with core, specialization & 

development only in relation to architecture studies & allied practices. 

 “WE ARE THE TOP BEST & BIGGEST CHAIN OF NATA COACHING 

INSTITUTES IN INDIA”- Says not “us” , but our RESULTS. 
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main branch Tambram, chennaicoaching centre

•tambaram, anna nagar, T nagar.

•coimbatore(avinashi road)

•salem

•madurai

study material

•architectural theory material

•theory portfolio

•sketching portfolio

coaching speciality

•power point presentation classes

•outdoor sketching camp

•real time sketching class


